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To describe the egm of the plane P we need
anormal vector to theplane a point on the plane
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So the line is parallel to theflame if and only if
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Look at the last fewpagesfor explanation

Take 8 14 IT l a EI clearly art FEW

Mi sees rafyr.tn y4ThI IFE init
so if IT Is 8 then lull 8 6158 aswell
Then fecit Bahay s 1321 141 3124412113

Tutangle inequality
and 31m121121141 s 382 18.8 487,044 2too

so this S serves the purpose
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Explanation forproblem 2
a I fCnmI 12ftyn
Observations aboutthefunction

I

ta The function is symmetric around theorigin
i e if I iisn11 1CnzinDIthenfCMisDfCnusy.zaThefunction decreases as M Hy increases

n n

3a As pet Hyl become verylarge nine petty 2N

the function approaches 0 and behaves

almost like the constant function 0 fine rate of
decrease is veryless

game rate of change ofthe function slows
down as one moves away from

the

origin i e the space between contours

increase as we move awayfrom origin
la eliminates everythingexceptthe following



Now we can use 2n to see what we can

eliminate

2h eliminates the first two among IheahoneF graphs so we are left with these three

Zan does not eliminate any from these
3 graphs

Ga elimates the last one sincethe space between

the contours decrease in this one

So we are left with the first two

Its easy to
see that they are indeed the

level set and the graphof
theginen function

moreover after elimination you are left with

these two options so they better be thecorrect

options



b costfty ahGuy

lb The function is symmetric around the origin
i e if I uiisi11 1CnzenDIthenhCmisDhGu3y.Using this you are left with the following

5 pictures

Now the 3rd the4th are taken the function

in which means you are lef with the

following three

Among
the above three there is just 1 graph

which is the middle picture so that better

be the graph of
hGrey and upon somethought

its clean that its indeed the graph f heard
Uh Guy is also periodic heat a East and

the last picture is clearly not periodic
solhat

can't be the contour ofthe givenfunction



so the correct pictures are

c n 5 glans
Ie note that if n Iy.then gCais o

This implies that the lines x y ne y

must be in the contour mapofgCais

And the only contour which has that is

this one

Among the graphs you
are left with the

following three graphs



Now observe that the function gCais does

not increase radially n e a'f Thi fait

then fcni.in might not be greater than
f nuns so this eliminates the first graph

Now the fact that gCais is not bounded

eliminates the third one

So the correct graph level set are



Explanation for problem 66
a plies on the level set f o so

f b o

To evaluate f Cp you need to see how

the value ofthe function changes as one

moves along the red line starting at p
From the level sets it clear that the function
increases so f Cp 0

Similarly for fy p you need to
see find

the cashange alongthe blue
line Thefunction

decreases so fy p o



for DufCp you need to find the Cange
along the direction of ret In this care too

the function decreases
so Duf p o

The space between the level Set increase as you
goalong the

n direction starting from

point to along the red
line which is to

say that
it takes longerto have the same

change in the function's value as one

goes
in that direction so the rate ofincrease

is actually slowing
down This implies

that fnn.CN which measures the rate of
change of the first partial derivative

fan is negative i.e the rate of increase is

downslowing



b
The direction of Tfcp is the dimmedgnafY
which f increases most rapidly ie the

direction in which the contours home

very less space
between them plus the

function also increases in that direction

This direction in the case of thegiven funds
is the direction maxed with a finer arrow

in the diagram below


